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GOALS
Goal 1 – Motivate people to spend time outside to improve health and
wellness.
815 Outside acknowledges that time outside is beneficial to
human mental and physical health. Our goal is to have more
people understand the benefits of time outside and engage in
outdoor recreation opportunities.

Goal 2 – Build awareness of sustainable nature-based recreation
opportunities and destinations.
815 Outside will continue to expand information, resources, and
marketing to engage diverse groups of the community on the
opportunities of nature-based recreation and area green spaces
and the benefits of time outside and engage in outdoor recreation
opportunities.

Goal 3 – Strengthen and build community partnerships to expand 815
Outside’s regional impact.
815 Outside seeks to diversify and strengthen our community
relationships in order to deepen our impact within the broader
community.

Goal 4 – Develop and maintain sustainable organizational capacity.
815 will develop funding and staffing plans to ensure longevity
and impact of the organization.

GOAL 1 – MOTIVATE PEOPLE TO SPEND TIME
OUTSIDE TO IMPROVE HEALTH AND WELLNESS
815 Outside acknowledges that time outside is beneficial to human mental and physical
health. Our goal is to have more people understand the benefits of time outside and engage
in outdoor recreation opportunities.

Define and address barriers to accessing natural areas and pursuing
outdoor recreation.

2023, ongoing
thereafter

Provide resources and marketing materials to educate the community
about local natural areas and how to access them.

Ongoing

Provide and promote a diverse range of outdoor programs for people
of all ages and abilities.

Ongoing

Recognize the importance of environmental justice in promoting
community health.

Ongoing

Use community partnerships to provide and promote culturally
diverse and relevant programs and events that get people outside.

2023, ongoing
thereafter

GOAL 2 – BUILD AWARENESS OF SUSTAINABLE
NATURE-BASED RECREATION OPPORTUNITIES
AND DESTINATIONS
815 Outside will continue to expand information, resources, and marketing to engage
diverse groups of the community on the opportunities of nature-based recreation and area
green spaces.

Develop an annual marketing plan to engage underrepresented
groups in current programming.

Ongoing

Expand the branding and marketing of 815 Outside through
improved social media presence and online engagement.

Ongoing

Develop more programming opportunities that instill values of
sustainable recreation and Leave No Trace principles.

2023, ongoing
thereafter

Collaborate with tourism partners and outdoor recreation
outfitters to showcase the wide range of ways to hike, bike, and
paddle in our region.

2023, ongoing
thereafter

GOAL 3 – STRENGTHEN AND BUILD
COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS TO EXPAND 815
OUTSIDE’S REGIONAL IMPACT
815 Outside seeks to diversify and strengthen our community relationships in order to
deepen our impact within the broader community.

Work with community groups and partners to offer skillbuilding outdoor programs to empower individuals and
develop a culture of self-exploration and development.

2024-2026,
ongoing
thereafter

Confer with local health providers, media, and community
partners and provide information and resources on the benefits
of spending time in nature to promote Park Rx awareness.

Ongoing

Connect with the business community for sponsorships,
advertisements, and to include 815 Outside as part of their
overall employee wellness plans.

2024-2026,
ongoing
thereafter

Collaborate with local school systems for nature-based
environmental education and sustainability programming.

2023, ongoing
thereafter

GOAL 3 – STRENGTHEN AND BUILD
COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS TO EXPAND 815
OUTSIDE’S REGIONAL IMPACT (CONTINUED)
Connect with municipal governments and agencies to provide

2023, ongoing

information on 815 Outside successes and

thereafter

partnership opportunities.
Grow diversity within the outdoor recreation community by

2023, ongoing

collaborating with new partners and organizations.

thereafter

Identify funding and resources that are available to support

Ongoing

community programing.

GOAL 4 – DEVELOP AND MAINTAIN
SUSTAINABLE ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY
815 will develop funding and staffing plans to ensure longevity and impact of the
organization.

Develop a short-term and long-term staffing plan to ensure the
long-term sustainability of 815 Outside.

2022

Develop a funding plan that ensures the financial stability of
815 Outside.

2022

Develop an avenue and mechanism for accepting donations.

2023

Formalize internal processes and procedures to provide
structure for the partner organizations that support and
implement 815 Outside.

2022

Develop an annual work plan and corresponding annual
review/report of recent and ongoing accomplishments.

2022, ongoing
thereafter

